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MCBOX B.SMART 
The Fuel Management and Monitoring System

B.SMART 
 by Piusi

Features
 ► Ideal for existing plants

 ► Suitable for any pumps

 ► Pulse meter input

 ► Native with B.SMART cloud 

software

Performance
 ► Power: AC/DC Voltage

 ► Transactions: Up to 500 

storable

 ► Output: 2 pumps version

 ► Connection: Bluetooth

MCBOX is an electronic control panel that allows you to control any type 
of AC/DC pump, pulser litre-counter, nozzle and fuel level switch. This is 
the perfect product to upgrade an existing installation or for a customised 
assembly. 

With MCBOX B.SMART the B.SMART Fuel Management System 
(FMS) is integrated. There is no need for software to be installed on a 
PC as B.SMART works in the Cloud and allows you to monitor all fuel 
transactions in real time, from any site where MCBOX B.SMART is 
installed. Communication between MCBOX B.SMART, the phone app 
and the Cloud software is extremely simple. 
Dimensions - expressed in millimetres

B.SMART Mobile App
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CUBE B.SMART 
The Most Advanced Version Of The CUBE Diesel Dispenser

Features
 ► Sturdy structure

 ► Compact design

 ► Native with B.SMART Cloud 

software

 ► Kit upgrade 1.0/2018 available

 ► IP55

Performance
 ► Flow Rate: Up to 90 L/min

 ► Power: AC/DC voltage

 ► Accuracy: +/- 0.5%

 ► Connection: Bluetooth

B.SMART Mobile App

B.SMART Web App

The CUBE B.SMART fuel dispenser, available in the 70 and 90 L/min versions with both AC and DC supply, 
is equipped with a self-priming vane pump with a built in bypass that ensures high performance. 

The anti-vibration support of the 
diesel dispenser guarantees 
silent operation and practicality, 
while the mechanical seal 
and the thermal protection of 
the induction motor protect 
against overheating, making the 
product reliable and safe. CUBE 
B.SMART is equipped with an 
automatic nozzle with swivel 
connection. The installation of the 
mesh filter on the suction 

Dimensions - expressed in millimetres

side ensures the pump longevity, as it prevents foreign 
bodies from ending up in the rotor and causing a blockage 
and consequent damage.
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SELF SERVICE B.SMART 
Top Quality Diesel Dispenser With Innovative B.SMART FMS

Features
 ► Fuel Management System 

B.SMART integrated

 ► No software installation required

 ► Suitable for fleets of all sizes

 ► Real time feedback from 

anywhere

 ► Built-In filter

 ► All-in-one equipment 

 ► Compact design

 ► Kit upgrade 1.0/2018 available

Performance
 ► Flow Rate: Up to 90 L/min

 ► Power: AC voltage

 ► Accuracy: +/- 0.5%

 ► Connection: Bluetooth

B.SMART 
by Piusi

A complete device specifically 
engineered to fit all diesel transfer needs 
while performing all the features of a 
fuel management software in terms of 
monitoring, controlling and managing the 
consumption of fuel by the fleet. 
This dispenser performs: a sturdy design 
to ensure proper function in any working 
condition, a vane pump with incorporated 
bypass for a high flow rate (up to 90 L/
min) and an oval gear meter to ensure 
maximum precision in measurement. An 
automatic nozzle with swivel connection, 
ergonomic and easy to handle, and a 
water absorption filter completes its 
components. 

Top quality diesel dispenser by PIUSI, combined with the innovative B.SMART 
fuel management system - this is the core of the new SELF SERVICE B.SMART.

Dimensions - expressed in millimetres

Water Captor
Filter


